AUTHOR'S BIO
British playwright Caryl Churchill (1938-) is one of the most respected and influential playwrights of the 20th into the 21st century. Her writing career began in the late 1950s, and continues to this day, including Love and Information written in 2012. Churchill rose to worldwide recognition with her plays from the late 1970s into the early 1980s, including Vinegar Tom, Cloud Nine and Top Girls. These plays explored themes that she has become most identified with: the inter-connections between self-definition, identity politics and revolution.
However, in addition to these issues, Churchill has been equally interested in a broad range of other themes, which are particularly evident in this recent play: science and technology, physics and metaphysics, fear and terror, psychology, ecology, and what she refers to "inner mental states," especially love, in all its forms. She was particularly influenced by the "existential psychology" of psychologists such as R. D. Laing. These interests can be seen in her very earliest plays, such as Lovesick, Not Not Not Not Not Enough Oxygen and Schreber's Nervous Illness, to more recent plays such as A Number, which explores the implications of human cloning. One special concern occurs in virtually all of her plays: children. For Churchill, children are the "canaries in the coal mine," the innocent "collateral damage" of the powerful social, political and scientific change around them.
Known for, as one of her directors put it, "never writing the same play twice," Churchill constantly pushes the envelope of theatrical form, preferring to be provocative rather than polemical. As she wrote in an essay "Not Ordinary, Not Safe" back in 1960 when she was only 22, playwrights "don't give answers" but they can and must "ask questions…. We need to find new questions, which may help us answer the old ones or make them unimportant, and this means new subjects and new form…The imagination needn't have the same limits as factual knowledge; we may make cautious philosophical and scientific statements, but we do not have to feel, visualize and imagine cautiously." "Is it better to know things or not know things?"
In Love and Information, Churchill merges content and form, exploring the interrelationship and debates between Love (emotions, relationships, intuition, subjectivity) with Information (thoughts, data, rationality and objectivity) in this new Media Age, employing a theatrical form that recreates onstage the effect of rapid "multi-tasking" between social media. She explores its impact on memory, identity, personal relationships and our ability to make meaning in our lives. As characters ask in the play "so sex is essentially information? Information and also love/If you're lucky." From R.D. Laing, The Politics of Experience (1967): • We live in a moment of history where change is so speeded up that we begin to see the present only when it is already disappearing.
• We are effectively destroying ourselves by violence masquerading as love.
• Long before a thermonuclear war can come about, we have had to lay waste our own sanity. We begin with the children.
• I see you, and you see me. I experience you, and you experience me &. but your experience of me is invisible to me and my experience of you is invisible to you.
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